
 

 

Press release 

Carplug launches a multi-brand online store of charging stations for electric 

vehicles. 

Carplug becomes the eshop of reference in France in charge points for electric vehicle and relies on 

its network of approved electricians to propose a personalized installation service. 

 

Zellik, March 5th 2019 - On the strength of the democratization of the electric car and the difficulty of 

finding a charging station corresponding to its needs, Carplug simplifies the life of its customers by 

bringing together the best charging stations of the market, by bringing its expert advice and facilitating 

the installation. 

An offer gathering the best charging stations of the market. 

Carplug offers the following brands of charging stations: Alfen, EVbox, Hager, Keba, Legrand; and for 

charging cables: Mannekes and Phoenix Contact. 

The offered charging solutions are compatible with all electric vehicles whether they are 100% electric 

or rechargeable hybrids, those of today and tomorrow: the era of electric mobility is just beginning! 

The charging stations chosen by Carplug can be installed at home, in condominiums, in companies and 

even in public places. 

In addition to fixed charging statons, Carplug also offers NRGkick mobile charging stations for the most 

nomadic. 

Remote tips 

For any request, the number 03.67.10.41.41 has been put in place. Carplug experts are available and 

help customers select the ideal charging station for their needs. It is also possible to request a 

quotation online by filling out a simple form. 

"Ready to plug" charging stations 

Carplug meets customer requirements and sets the limits as they wish. 

The power is configured to be compatible with the electrical installation of the charging station. 

My Carplug, the management solution by Carplug 

For customers who want to manage the access to their charging stations, Carplug offers the MyCarplug 

solution. This service allows you to control the use of charging stations from a computer or a tablet. It 

is also possible to register RFID cards to make the charge payable or free according to the users. 

Easy installation 



Carplug has built a network of approved IRVE installers to install the charging stations. Carplug offers, 

for each charging station, an "electrical protection" pack to guarantee its customers a safe and cost-

effective installation. 

After placing an order on carplug.com, customers are put in touch with a partner installer. 

About Carplug 

Launched in late 2018, Carplug is the online store to find charging stations for electric vehicles. The 

aim of the company is to meet the growing need for charging station installations and thus to 

participate in the transition to electromobility. Carplug meets the demands of individuals, businesses 

and electricians. Website : https://www.carplug.com/  

 

For more information, Mr. Charles - Antoine Delaby, CEO of Carplug, is at your disposal to answer 

your questions and to provide you with more information about his project and his future 

ambitions. 
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